Strong minded woman the story of Lavinia Goodell
Wisconsin's first female lawyer [PDF]

Women's Wisconsin from Native Matriarchies to the New Millennium: A Women's History Anthology published on Women's Equality Day 2005 made history as the first single source history of Wisconsin women. This unique tome features dozens of excerpts of articles as well as primary sources such as women's letters, reminiscences, and oral histories previously published over many decades in the Wisconsin Magazine of History and other Wisconsin Historical Society Press publications. Editor and historian Genevieve G. McBride provides the contextual commentary and overarching analysis to make the history of Wisconsin women accessible to students, scholars, and lifelong learners.

There was too much to be done by the most of us to keep the wolf from the door to give way to our feelings and it was better so it gave us the feeling that we too although not enlisted in the ranks south had a battle to fight at home on more than one line and the worst of all was to keep up hope against hope that our loved ones would be spared to come back to us as the fiftieth anniversary of the American Civil War neared. The Wisconsin History Commission was established to develop and publish a series of original papers on Wisconsin's role in what was officially called the War of Rebellion. Picked as the sixth selection and published in May 1911 was Wisconsin Women in the War between the States by Ethel Alice Hurn. In many ways, it was a landmark effort—it was one of the first formal recognitions not only in Wisconsin but nationally of the overlooked and almost forgotten role northern women played in 1861-1865. The author of the study was Ethel Hurn of Oshkosh, then a student at the University of Wisconsin. Gathering the material for the
book proved a daunting task during the civil war era women could not vote hold bank accounts or take a
direct role in business nevertheless in the time of national crisis women took over farms and shops and other
endeavors and some left quiet family hearths to move onto the public stage they prepared food sewed and
laundered knitted socks and gloves and organized campaigns and fairs as relief efforts that raised millions of
dollars to aid wounded soldiers and assist war widows and orphans however these women s work was
generally undertaken without thought of keeping a formal record it could be found only in scattered
collections of letters newspaper files several interviews and the brief reports and pamphlets of soldier fairs
and soldiers aid societies wisconsin women in the war between the states is just as significant today as it was
a century ago because it documented an important turning point in the changing role of women in american
society other scholars have added to the record in the passing years but hurn s groundbreaking book is
welcomed back in print during this 150th anniversary of the american civil war to be discovered and enjoyed
as well as to enlighten a new generation of readers a narrative guide to the women s history collections at the
state historical society of wisconsin it directs researchers to documentation of women s activities that
contains resources on political movements for suffrage temperance and the abolition of women in the motion
picture industry this is a book written by ruth de young kohler chairman of the committee on wisconsin
women for the 1948 wisconsin centennial this edition is a reprint of the original book with a new foreword
and introduction it tells the stories of many women who have been important to the history of wisconsin on
wisconsin women traces the role women played in reform movements both in wisconsin state politics and in
its press women s news and opinions often appeared anonymously in abolitionist journals and other reform
newspapers even before wisconsin became a state in 1848 the first state newspaper published under a woman
s name was boycotted and failed in 1853 but from the passage of the 14th amendment in 1866 to wisconsin s
ratification of the 19th amendment in 1919 women were never at a loss for words or a newspaper to print
them women's news won a new respectability under feminine bylines and led to the historic victory for women's suffrage. McBride undertakes the task of considering feminist reform as a conceptual whole. This classic Swedish novel envisioned a future of drab terror seen through the eyes of idealistic scientist Leo Kall Kallocain's depiction of a totalitarian world state is a montage of what novelist Karin Boye had seen or sensed in 1930s Russia and Germany. Its central idea grew from the rumors of truth drugs that ensured the subservience of every citizen to the state. Madison is Wisconsin's capital city and the land of the four lakes. Since the city's founding 150 years ago, rich and poor have lived in close proximity surrounded by the beautiful lakes. This fact has played a role in the city's aspirations toward social justice and a good quality of life for all its residents. Celebrate Madison's 150th birthday as women born between 1915 and 1957 reminisce about growing up here, meet their families and friends, enjoy their pastimes, and ultimately follow them through their experience of an adventure everyone shares. Coming of age at a particular place and time receiving its stamp on one's character values and ambitions. These moving, entertaining first-person accounts gleaned from oral history interviews with women from a wide range of backgrounds reveal the changing nature of Madison over time. This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America and possibly other nations within the United States. You may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity, individual, or corporate has a copyright on the body of this work. Scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant. These unique and easy to read vignettes about Badger lore include the football exploits of Pat O'Dea and Alan the Horse Ameche, the basketball heroics of Wisconsin's 1941 national championship team, and the thrills generated by Badger greats Suzy Favor, Pat Richter, Michael Finley, and Mark...
Johnson Scott Lamphear and many more includes a complete listing of Wisconsin's nearly 10,000 letter winners and a detailed history of coaches and administrators behind the scenes in his book Cream City Chronicles. Milwaukee historian John Gurda wrote what lies buried beneath the trees of Forest Home is the foundation of Milwaukee in 1849. St. Paul's Episcopal Church purchased 72 acres in Milwaukee to create Forest Home Cemetery, a cemetery for the city and an eternal resting place for all. Increase Lapham was hired to design Forest Home based on the garden cemetery model. More than a thousand trees speak to its name - the first burial occurred in August 1850. The story continues today with 189 acres of a graceful landscape and Victorian era monuments that are measured in tons. Beneath its majestic trees are buried the city's historic founders and developers, mayors, beer barons, industrialists, pioneering women, and Civil War casualties whose fascinating stories are brought to life through never before seen photographs. A study revealing the range of women's activities as community builders and agents of change based on primary sources discusses clubwomen's activities in areas such as education, historic preservation, and public health services and their efforts to build a political base before they gained the right of suffrage. Includes bandw photos annotation copyright by Book News Inc. Portland or unknown. To many Americans, at the time the Hmong helped the US government fight communists in Laos during the secret war of the 1960s and 1970s - a parallel conflict to the Vietnam War when Saigon fell and allies withdrew. The surviving Hmong fled for their lives, spending years in Thai refugee camps before being relocated to the United States and other countries. Many of these families found homes in Wisconsin, which now has the third largest Hmong population in the country following California and Minnesota. As one of the most recent cultural groups to arrive in the Badger State, the Hmong have worked hard to establish a new life here, building support systems to preserve traditions and to help one another as they enrolled in schools, started businesses, and strived for independence. Told with a mixture of scholarly research interviews and personal experience of the author, this latest addition to the popular people
of wisconsin series shares the hmong s varied stories of survival and hope as they have become an important part of wisconsin communities drift back to an era when the speed limit in milwaukee was an edgy four miles per hour and madison lawmakers could poke at hogs to punctuate the tedium of legislative sessions martin hintz makes even the slow times of the badger state fly by in this collection of wisconsin s forgotten memories taste the world s first batch of pink lemonade made with the dye of a circus performer s pants and witness the tragic death of the world s last wild passenger pigeon track down ancient algonkin legends like the great serpent that swam up the mississippi looking for copper and drop in on modern legends like les paul whose guitar spun records into gold bradley carlson s muscular dystrophy causes brutal leg cramps that leave him crumpled on the floor he can t climb stairs and curbs and sometimes he can t even move but none of that stopped him from putting his best foot forward and walking through his home state of wisconsin he walked through 595 incorporated cities trekking from lake michigan to the mighty mississippi during his journey he experienced his share of falls and challenges but he also met incredible people enjoyed special moments and witnessed the breathtaking beauty of his home state including waterfalls desert like dunes along lake michigan and picturesque mountaintops and forest views bradley didn t set out on this journey to raise money or hand out brochures he simply did it to show himself and others that someone with muscular dystrophy can accomplish great things you ll laugh cry meet new friends and discover new places in this inspirational memoir about one man s refusal to give up while seeing wisconsin 1 step at a time examines the full course of american history from a comparative state law perspective using wisconsin as a case study to emphasize the vital role states have taken in creating american law a concise encyclopedia of wisconsin history government and politics women in american politics is a new reference detailing the milestones and trends in women s political participation in the united states this two volume work provides much needed perspective and background on the events and situations that have surrounded women s political activities it offers
insightful analysis on women's political achievements in the United States including such topics as the campaign to secure nationwide suffrage, pioneer women state officeholders, women first elected to U.S. Congress, governorships, mayoralities, and other offices, and women first appointed as cabinet officials, judges, and ambassadors. It also includes profiles of the women who have run for vice president and president. Women in American Politics is organized in a framework both logical and useful to readers and researchers. Original material offers students, scholars, teachers, and other professionals a guide to understanding the complex struggle in women's progress toward achieving political parity with men in the United States. Each chapter is structured in three parts: part one features graphic information tables, lists, charts, and maps detailing the historical record with data not compiled anywhere else on women officeholders. Part two offers insightful narrative analysis describing how women achieved what they did, examines the complex and sometimes contradictory trends behind the facts of women's political milestones, and explores how social and economic contexts affected the progress of their accomplishments. Part three presents biographical entries describing in more personal terms women's struggle for political equality. Sidebars in each chapter illuminate the drama of political life and consider the evolving female electorate, exploring how women voters have impacted particular issues, specific elections, or other key turning points. The tradition of appointing widows to open seats is highlighted. The final chapter uniquely looks at women's political history and differences in achievement from a state and regional perspective. Entries on each state as well as on District of Columbia and Puerto Rico highlight milestones and provide insight into the unique aspects of each state. The book presents a comprehensive reference to the role of women in American politics and government, including biographies, related topics, organizations, primary documents, and significant court cases. The Atlas features historical and geographical data, including full-color maps, descriptive text, photos, and illustrations. This book examines how women candidates, voters, and officeholders shape U.S. political processes and institutions, lending their perspectives to gradually evolve.
This book provides an encyclopedic sourcebook on the evolution of women's involvement in American politics from the colonial era to the present, covering all of the individuals, organizations, cultural forces, political issues, and legal decisions that have collectively served to elevate the role of women at the ballot box, on the campaign trail, in Washington, and in state and city level political offices across the country. The in-depth essays document and examine the rising prominence of women as voters, candidates, public officials, and lawmakers, enabling readers to understand how U.S. political processes and institutions have been and will continue to be shaped by women and their perspectives on American life and values. The entries cover a range of women politicians and officials, female activists and media figures, relevant organizations and interest groups such as Emily's List, League of Women Voters, and National Right to Life. Key laws, court cases, and events such as the Nineteenth Amendment, the Equal Rights Amendment, the Seneca Falls Convention, the passage of Title IX, and Roe v. Wade, and other topics like media coverage of appearance, women's roles as campaign strategists, fundraisers, gender differences in policy priorities, and the gender gap in political ambitions. The text is supplemented by sidebars that highlight selected landmarks in women's political history in the United States, such as the 2012 election of Tammy Baldwin, the first openly gay U.S. senator in the progressive era of American history. The state of Wisconsin gained national attention for its innovative economic and political reforms amidst this ferment. The Wisconsin idea was popularized in the idea that a public university should improve the lives of people beyond the borders of its campus during his term as governor (1901-1906). Robert La Follette routinely consulted with University of Wisconsin researchers to devise groundbreaking programs and legislation, although the Wisconsin idea is often attributed to a 1904 speech by Charles Van Hise, then President of the University of Wisconsin. David Hoeveler argues that it originated decades earlier in the creative and fertile mind of John Bascom, a philosopher, theologian, and sociologist (1827-1922), deeply influencing a generation of students at the University of Wisconsin.
including la follette and van hise hoelver documents how bascom drew concepts from german idealism liberal protestantism and evolutionary theory transforming them into advocacy for social and political reform he was a champion of temperance women s rights and labor all of which brought him controversy as president of the university from 1874 to 1887 in a way unmatched by any of his peers at other institutions bascom outlined a social gospel that called for an expanded role for state governments and universities as agencies of moral improvement hoelver traces the intellectual history of the wisconsin idea from the nineteenth century to such influential progressive era thinkers as richard t ely and john r commons who believed university researchers should be a vital source of expertise for government and citizens this second volume in the history of wisconsin series introduces us to the first generation of statehood from the conversion of prairie and forests into farmland to the development of cities and industry in addition this volume presents a synthesis of the civil war and reconstruction era in wisconsin scarcely a decade after entering the union the state was plunged into the nationwide debate over slavery the secession crisis and a war in which 11 000 badger boys in blue gave their lives wisconsin s role in the civil war is chronicled along with the post war years complete with photographs from the historical society s collections as well as many pertinent maps this book is a must have for anyone interested in this era of wisconsin s history illustrating the unique character of the state through a combination of facts stats and history as well as the unusual and quirky beer cheese lakes rivers cabins and cities with a diverse geography beautiful natural wonders and vibrant cities tourism naturally plays a major role in wisconsin s economy and its nickname america s dairyland speaks to the importance of agriculture of course cheeseheads abound in green bay and throughout the state as do the effigy mounds burial mounds in the form of animals or birds of the woodland indians the handy wisconsin answer book takes an in depth look at the state s variety along with its fascinating history people myths culture and trivia covering its industries politicians arts media culture and of course sports
dynasties and legends it brings the state’s past and present to life. Learn about the earliest people in the Great Lakes area, the Paleo Indian people, French explorers, traders, the Paul Bunyan myth, today’s numerous ethnic festivals including Brat Wurst Days, Polka Days, Cheese Days, and the Wisconsin Highland Games. Uncover surprising fun facts like Brett Favre’s first forward pass for the Packers was caught by Brett Favre from log rolling. The state capital is Madison and its politics, famous breweries, major manufacturers, Kohler Company, Johnson Controls, John Deere, Caterpillar Inc., and Harley Davidson motorcycles to the Milwaukee Art Museum. Willem Dafoe, Georgia O’Keeffe, the infamous Jeffrey Dahmer, Al Jarreau, and other notable people and places. The Handy Wisconsin Answer Book answers to nearly 1,400 questions about the Badger State’s unique and interesting history, people, and places, including why is Wisconsin called Wisconsin, how much snow falls in Wisconsin, what is the Wisconsin State Dance, which Native American tribes called Wisconsin home, was there a Civil War Pow Wow camp in Wisconsin, how did log rolling become a sport, why was the Oleomargarine Act supported by nearly every farmer in the dairy state, what was the day the music died, how many acres of state forests does Wisconsin have, was Paul Bunyan a real person, where is the Pabst Mansion located, what is the most popular attraction in the state, how many beer festivals are there in Wisconsin, where is Roundy’s headquartered, which waterway is most important to Wisconsin, which political party held sway in Wisconsin when the state was formed, what caused so much controversy in the redistricting of 2010, what is unique about Wisconsin’s Capitol building, where did the Green Bay Packers get their name, how much did each winning player make for playing in Super Bowl I, how much milk does it take to make one pound of butter, how many towns in Wisconsin claim to be the UFO capital of the world, the Handy Wisconsin Answer Book answers these and more intriguing questions about people, places, events, government, and places of interest. It’s an informative and fun look at the Badger State’s people, history, and culture. Wisconsin Biographical Dictionary contains biographies on hundreds of persons from diverse vocations that were either born, achieved notoriety, or died in the state.
of Wisconsin prominent persons in addition to the less eminent that have played noteworthy roles are included in this resource when people are recognized from your state or locale it brings a sense of pride to the residents of the entire state published in Wisconsin's sesquicentennial year this fourth volume in the history of Wisconsin series covers the twenty tumultuous years between the world's Columbian exposition and the first world war when Wisconsin essentially reinvented itself becoming the nation's laboratory of democracy the period known as the progressive era began to emerge in the mid 1890s a sense of crisis and a widespread clamor for reform arose in reaction to rapid changes in population technology work and society Wisconsinites responded with action their advocacy of women's suffrage labor rights and protections educational reform increased social services and more responsive government led to a veritable flood of reform legislation that established Wisconsin as the most progressive state in the union as governor and U.S. senator from Wisconsin Robert M. La Follette Sr. was the most celebrated of the progressives but he was surrounded by a host of pragmatic idealists from politics government and the state university although the progressives frequently disagreed over priorities and tactics their values and core beliefs coalesced around broad-based participatory democracy the application of scientific expertise to governance and an active concern for the welfare of all members of society what came to be known as the Wisconsin idea this book describes how after a century and a half in New England the Yankees direct descendants of the Puritans who arrived between 1620 and 1640 established colonies across the western frontier and brought with them the values and institutions that make up today's America national protection for national citizens 1873 to 1880 is the third of six planned volumes of theselected papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony the entire collection documents the friendship and accomplishments of two of America's most important social and political reformers though neither Stanton nor Anthony lived to see passage of the nineteenth amendment in 1920 each of them devoted fifty-five years to the cause of woman suffrage the third volume of the selected papers of Elizabeth Cady
stanton and susan b anthony opens while woman suffragists await the decision of the u s supreme court in cases testing whether the constitution recognized women as voters within the terms of the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments at its close they are pursuing their own amendment to the constitution and pressing the presidential candidates of 1880 to speak in its favor through their letters speeches articles and diaries the volume recounts the national careers of elizabeth cady stanton and susan b anthony as popular lecturers their work with members of congress to expand women s rights their protests during the centennial year of 1876 and the launch that same year of their campaign for a sixteenth amendment inspiring and instructive biographies of the 100 most influential judges from state and federal courts in one easy to access volume great american judges profiles 100 outstanding judges and justices in a full sweep of u s history chosen by lawyers historians and political scientists these men and women laid the foundation of u s law a complement to great american lawyers together these two volumes create a complete picture of our nation s top legal minds from colonial times to today following an introduction on the role of judges in american history are a z biographical entries portraying this diverse group from extraordinarily different backgrounds students and history enthusiasts will appreciate the accomplishments of these role models and the connections between their inspiring lives and their far reaching legal decisions william rehnquist oliver wendell holmes jr and 12 other supreme court justices are found alongside federal judges like skelly wright who ordered school desegregation in 1960 influential state judges such as rose elizabeth bird california s first woman supreme court chief justice are also featured within the pages of traditional history books that stand proudly on library shelves lies the accomplishments of many men who have helped to change the world with their talents unfortunately what is missing from the pages of those same books is the multitude of women from numerous cultures who have also accomplished great things barbara joan zeitz who holds a masters degree in womens studies shares the hidden history of successful women in a diverse collection that offers surprising facts and
stories about their previously unknown achievements in fifty two stories zeitz profiles female innovators that include the creator of the first draft construction of the magnificent hoover dam the inventor of the washing machine and dishwasher the pioneer of the first weather satellite and the writers of what would become the hit musicals chicago mary poppins and the sound of music throughout her compilation accompanied by sources that encourage extended searches zeitz proves that women have indeed made a vital contribution throughout history while providing inspiration for a younger generation of women to continue the legacy a thesaurus of women from water to music spotlights accomplished virtually unknown women and links them to well known aspects of history

Women's Wisconsin 2014-05-20

women s wisconsin from native matriarchies to the new millennium a women s history anthology published on women s equality day 2005 made history as the first single source history of wisconsin women this unique tome features dozens of excerpts of articles as well as primary sources such as women s letters reminiscences and oral histories previously published over many decades in the wisconsin magazine of history and other wisconsin historical society press publications editor and historian genevieve g mcbride provides the contextual commentary and overarching analysis to make the history of wisconsin women accessible to students scholars and lifelong learners
Wisconsin Women in the War between the States 2013-08-22

there was too much to be done by the most of us to keep the wolf from the door to give way to our feelings and it was better so it gave us the feeling that we too although not enlisted in the ranks south had a battle to fight at home on more than one line and the worst of all was to keep up hope against hope that our loved ones would be spared to come back to us as the fiftieth anniversary of the american civil war neared the wisconsin history commission was established to develop and publish a series of original papers on wisconsin's role in what was officially called the war of rebellion picked as the sixth selection and published in may 1911 was wisconsin women in the war between the states by ethel alice hurn in many ways it was a landmark effort it was one of the first formal recognitions not only in wisconsin but nationally of the overlooked and almost forgotten role northern women played in 1861 1865 the author of the study was ethel hurn of oshkosh then a student at the university of wisconsin gathering the material for the book proved a daunting task during the civil war era women could not vote hold bank accounts or take a direct role in business nevertheless in the time of national crisis women took over farms and shops and other endeavors and some left quiet family hearths to move onto the public stage they prepared food sewed and laundered knitted socks and gloves and organized campaigns and fairs as relief efforts that raised millions of dollars to aid wounded soldiers and assist war widows and orphans however these women's work was generally undertaken without thought of keeping a formal record it could be found only in scattered collections of letters newspaper files several interviews and the brief reports and pamphlets of soldier fairs and soldiers aid societies wisconsin women in the war between the states is just as significant today as it was a century ago because it documented an important turning point in the changing role of women in american society other scholars have added to the record in the passing years but hurn's groundbreaking book is welcomed back in print during this 150th
anniversary of the American Civil War to be discovered and enjoyed as well as to enlighten a new generation of readers

**Women's History 1997**

A narrative guide to the women's history collections at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. It directs researchers to documentation of women's activities that contains resources on political movements for suffrage, temperance, and the abolition of women in the motion picture industry.

**The Story of Wisconsin Women 2015-05-15**

This is a book written by Ruth de Young Kohler, chairman of the committee on Wisconsin women for the 1948 Wisconsin centennial. This edition is a reprint of the original book with a new foreword and introduction. It tells the stories of many women who have been important to the history of Wisconsin.
Calling this Place Home 2006

on wisconsin women traces the role women played in reform movements both in wisconsin state politics and in its press women's news and opinions often appeared anonymously in abolitionist journals and other reform newspapers even before wisconsin became a state in 1848 the first state newspaper published under a woman's name was boycotted and failed in 1853 but from the passage of the 14th amendment in 1866 to wisconsin's ratification of the 19th amendment in 1919 women were never at a loss for words or a newspaper to print them women's news won a new respectability under feminine bylines and led to the historic victory for women's suffrage mcbride undertakes the task of considering feminist reform as a conceptual whole

On Wisconsin Women 1993

this classic swedish novel envisioned a future of drab terror seen through the eyes of idealistic scientist leo kall kallocain's depiction of a totalitarian world state is a montage of what novelist karin boye had seen or sensed in 1930s russia and germany its central idea grew from the rumors of truth drugs that ensured the subservience of every citizen to the state
Strong-minded Woman 2001

Madison is Wisconsin's capital city and the land of the four lakes since the city's founding 150 years ago. Rich and poor have lived in close proximity surrounded by the beautiful lakes, a fact that has played a role in the city's aspirations toward social justice and a good quality of life for all its residents. Celebrate Madison's 150th birthday as women born between 1915 and 1957 reminisce about growing up here, meet their families and friends, enjoy their pastimes, and ultimately follow them through their experience of an adventure everyone shares—coming of age at a particular place and time, receiving its stamp on one's character, values, and ambitions. These moving, entertaining first-person accounts gleaned from oral history interviews with women from a wide range of backgrounds reveal the changing nature of Madison over time.

The Story of Wisconsin Women 1948

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America and possibly other nations within the United States. You may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity, individual, or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
**Madison Women Remember 2006-04-12**

these unique and easy to read vignettes about badger lore include the football exploits of pat o dea and alan the horse ameche the basketball heroics of wisconsin s 1941 national championship team and the thrills generated by badger greats suzy favor pat richter michael finley mark johnson scott lamphear and many more includes a complete listing of wisconsin s nearly 10 000 letter winners and a detailed history of coaches and administrators behind the scenes

**Wisconsin Women in the War Between the States 1911**

in his book cream city chronicles milwaukee historian john gurda wrote what lies buried beneath the trees of forest home is the foundation of milwaukee in 1849 st paul s episcopal church purchased 72 acres in milwaukee to create forest home cemetery a cemetery for the city and an eternal resting place for all increase lapham was hired to design forest home based on the garden cemetery model more than a thousand trees speak to its name the first burial occurred in august 1850 and the story continues today with 189 acres of a graceful landscape and victorian era monuments that are measured in tons beneath its majestic trees are
buried the city’s historic founders and developers, mayors, beer barons, industrialists, pioneering women and civil war casualties whose fascinating stories are brought to life through never before seen photographs.

**Famous Wisconsin Women 1985-01-01**

A study revealing the range of women’s activities as community builders and agents of change based on primary sources discusses clubwomen’s activities in areas such as education, historic preservation, and public health services and their efforts to build a political base before they gained the right of suffrage. Includes black and white photos. Annotation copyright by Book News Inc., Portland, OR.

**Wisconsin Women in the War Between the States 2022-10-27**

Unknown to many Americans at the time, the Hmong helped the US government fight communists in Laos during the secret war of the 1960s and 1970s—a parallel conflict to the Vietnam War when Saigon fell and allies withdrew. The surviving Hmong fled for their lives, spending years in Thai refugee camps before being relocated to the United States and other countries. Many of these families found homes in Wisconsin, which now has the third largest Hmong population in the country following California and Minnesota. As one of the most recent cultural groups to arrive in the Badger State, the Hmong have worked hard to establish a new life.
here building support systems to preserve traditions and to help one another as they enrolled in schools started businesses and strived for independence told with a mixture of scholarly research interviews and personal experience of the author this latest addition to the popular people of wisconsin series shares the hmong s varied stories of survival and hope as they have become an important part of wisconsin communities

On Wisconsin! 2000-08

drift back to an era when the speed limit in milwaukee was an edgy four miles per hour and madison lawmakers could poke at hogs to punctuate the tedium of legislative sessions martin hintz makes even the slow times of the badger state fly by in this collection of wisconsin s forgotten memories taste the world s first batch of pink lemonade made with the dye of a circus performer s pants and witness the tragic death of the world s last wild passenger pigeon track down ancient algonkin legends like the great serpent that swam up the mississippi looking for copper and drop in on modern legends like les paul whose guitar spun records into gold

Milwaukee's Forest Home Cemetery 2020-07-27
Bradley Carlson’s muscular dystrophy causes brutal leg cramps that leave him crumpled on the floor. He can’t climb stairs and curbs and sometimes he can’t even move. But none of that stopped him from putting his best foot forward and walking through his home state of Wisconsin. He walked through 595 incorporated cities, trekking from Lake Michigan to the mighty Mississippi. During his journey, he experienced his share of falls and challenges, but he also met incredible people, enjoyed special moments, and witnessed the breathtaking beauty of his home state, including waterfalls, desert-like dunes along Lake Michigan, and picturesque mountaintops and forest views. Bradley didn’t set out on this journey to raise money or hand out brochures. He simply did it to show himself and others that someone with muscular dystrophy can accomplish great things.

You’ll laugh, cry, meet new friends, and discover new places in this inspirational memoir about one man’s refusal to give up while seeing Wisconsin 1 step at a time.

**An Improved Woman 1994**

Examines the full course of American history from a comparative state law perspective using Wisconsin as a case study to emphasize the vital role states have taken in creating American law.

**Hmong in Wisconsin 2020-03-16**
women in american politics is a new reference detailing the milestones and trends in women's political participation in the united states this two volume work provides much needed perspective and background on the events and situations that have surrounded women's political activities it offers insightful analysis on women's political achievements in the united states including such topics as the campaign to secure nation wide suffrage pioneer women state officeholders women first elected to u.s. congress governorships mayoralties and other offices and women first appointed as cabinet officials judges and ambassadors it also includes profiles of the women who have run for vice president and president women in american politics is organized in a framework both logical and useful to readers and researchers original material offers students scholars teachers and other professionals a guide to understanding the complex struggle in women's progress toward achieving political parity with men in the united states each chapter is structured in three parts part one features graphic information tables lists charts or maps detailing the historical record with data not compiled anywhere else on women officeholders part two offers insightful narrative analysis describing how women achieved what they did examines the complex and sometimes contradictory trends behind the facts of women's political milestones and explores how social and economic contexts affected the progress of their accomplishments part three presents biographical entries describing in more personal terms women's struggle for political equality sidebars in each chapter illuminate the drama of political life and consider the evolving
female electorate exploring how women voters have impacted particular issues specific elections or other key turning points and the tradition of appointing widows to open seats the final chapter uniquely looks at women's political history and differences in achievement from a state and regional perspective entries on each state as well as on district of columbia and puerto rico highlight milestones and provide insight into the unique aspects of each state


presents a comprehensive reference to the role of women in american politics and government including biographies related topics organizations primary documents and significant court cases

**Wisconsin 1 Step at a Time 2012**

the atlas features historical and geographical data including full color maps descriptive text photos and illustrations
Wisconsin and the Shaping of American Law 2017-07-18

this book examines how women candidates voters and office holders shape u.s. political processes and institutions lending their perspectives to gradually evolve american life and values. this book provides an encyclopedic sourcebook on the evolution of women’s involvement in american politics from the colonial era to the present covering all of the individuals, organizations, cultural forces, political issues, and legal decisions that have collectively served to elevate the role of women at the ballot box on the campaign trail in washington and in state and city level political offices across the country. the in-depth essays document and examine the rising prominence of women as voters, candidates, public officials, and lawmakers enabling readers to understand how u.s. political processes and institutions have been and will continue to be shaped by women and their perspectives on american life and values. the entries cover a range of women politicians and officials, female activists, and media figures, relevant organizations, and interest groups such as emily’s list, league of women voters, and national right to life. key laws, court cases, and events such as the nineteenth amendment, the equal rights amendment, the seneca falls convention, the passage of title ix, and roe v. wade, and other topics like media coverage of appearance, women’s roles as campaign strategists, fundraisers, gender differences in policy priorities, and the gender gap in political ambitions. the text is supplemented by sidebars that highlight selected landmarks in women’s political history in the united states such as the 2012 election of tammy baldwin, the first openly gay u.s. senator.
in the progressive era of american history the state of wisconsin gained national attention for its innovative economic and political reforms amidst this ferment the wisconsin idea was popularized the idea that a public university should improve the lives of people beyond the borders of its campus during his term as governor 1901 1906 robert la follette routinely consulted with university of wisconsin researchers to devise groundbreaking programs and legislation although the wisconsin idea is often attributed to a 1904 speech by charles van hise then president of the university of wisconsin david hoeveler argues that it originated decades earlier in the creative and fertile mind of john bascom a philosopher theologian and sociologist bascom 1827 1922 deeply influenced a generation of students at the university of wisconsin including la follette and van hise hoeveler documents how bascom drew concepts from german idealism liberal protestantism and evolutionary theory transforming them into advocacy for social and political reform he was a champion of temperance women s rights and labor all of which brought him controversy as president of the university from 1874 to 1887 in a way unmatched by any of his peers at other institutions bascom outlined a social gospel that called for an expanded role for state governments and universities as agencies of moral improvement hoeveler traces the intellectual history of the wisconsin idea from the nineteenth century to such influential progressive era thinkers as richard t ely and john r commons who believed university researchers should be a vital source of expertise for government and citizens
Women in American Politics: History and Milestones 2012-01-20

this second volume in the history of wisconsin series introduces us to the first generation of statehood from the conversion of prairie and forests into farmland to the development of cities and industry in addition this volume presents a synthesis of the civil war and reconstruction era in wisconsin scarcely a decade after entering the union the state was plunged into the nationwide debate over slavery the secession crisis and a war in which 11 000 badger boys in blue gave their lives wisconsin s role in the civil war is chronicled along with the post war years complete with photographs from the historical society s collections as well as many pertinent maps this book is a must have for anyone interested in this era of wisconsin s history

Encyclopedia of Women and American Politics 2010-05-12

illustrating the unique character of the state through a combination of facts stats and history as well as the unusual and quirky beer cheese lakes rivers cabins and cities with a diverse geography beautiful natural wonders and vibrant cities tourism naturally plays a major role in wisconsin s economy and its nickname america s dairyland speaks to the importance of agriculture of course cheeseheads abound in green bay and throughout the state as do the effigy mounds burial mounds in the form of animals or birds of the woodland indians the handy wisconsin answer book takes an in depth look at the state s variety along with its fascinating history people myths culture and trivia covering its industries politicians arts media culture and of
course sports dynasties and legends it brings the state s past and present to life learn about the earliest people in the great lakes area the paleo indian people french explorers traders the paul bunyan myth today s numerous ethnic festivals including brat wurst days polka days cheese days and the wisconsin highland games uncover surprising fun facts like brett farve s first forward pass for the packers was caught by brett favre from log rolling the state capital in madison and its politics famous breweries major manufacturers kohler company johnson controls john deere caterpillar inc and harley davidson motorcycles to the milwaukee art museum willem dafoe georgia o keeffe the infamous jeffrey dahmer al jarreau and other notable people and places the handy wisconsin answer book answers to nearly 1 400 questions the badger state s unique and interesting history people and places including why is wisconsin called wisconsin how much snow falls in wisconsin what is the wisconsin state dance which native american tribes called wisconsin home was there a civil war pow camp in wisconsin how did log rolling become a sport why was the oleomargarine act supported by nearly every farmer in the dairy state what was the day the music died how many acres of state forests does wisconsin have was paul bunyan a real person where is the pabst mansion located what is the most popular attraction in the state how many beer festivals are there in wisconsin where is roundy s headquartered which waterway is most important to wisconsin which political party held sway in wisconsin when the state was formed what caused so much controversy in the redistricting of 2010 what is unique about wisconsin s capitol building where did the green bay packers get their name how much did each winning player make for playing in superbowl i how much milk does it take to make one pound of butter how many towns in wisconsin claim to be the ufo capital of the world the handy wisconsin answer book answers these and more intriguing questions about people places events government and places of interest it s an informative and fun look at the badger state people history and culture
Wisconsin's Past and Present 1998

Wisconsin biographical dictionary contains biographies on hundreds of persons from diverse vocations that were either born, achieved notoriety and or died in the state of Wisconsin. Prominent persons in addition to the less eminent that have played noteworthy roles are included in this resource. When people are recognized from your state or locale it brings a sense of pride to the residents of the entire state.

Women in the American Political System [2 volumes] 2018-12-01

Published in Wisconsin's sesquicentennial year, this fourth volume in the History of Wisconsin series covers the twenty tumultuous years between the World's Columbian Exposition and the First World War when Wisconsin essentially reinvented itself becoming the nation's laboratory of democracy. The period known as the Progressive era began to emerge in the mid-1890s, a sense of crisis and a widespread clamor for reform arose in reaction to rapid changes in population, technology, work, and society. Wisconsinites responded with action; their advocacy of women's suffrage, labor rights and protections, educational reform, increased social services, and more responsive government led to a veritable flood of reform legislation that established Wisconsin as the most progressive state in the union. As governor and U.S. senator from Wisconsin, Robert M. La Follette Sr. was the most celebrated of the progressives but he was surrounded by a host of pragmatic idealists from politics, government, and the state university. Although the progressives frequently disagreed over
priorities and tactics their values and core beliefs coalesced around broad based participatory democracy the application of scientific expertise to governance and an active concern for the welfare of all members of society what came to be known as the wisconsin idea

John Bascom and the Origins of the Wisconsin Idea 2016-07-20
	his book describes how after a century and a half in new england the yankees direct descendants of the puritans who arrived between 1620 and 1640 established colonies across the western frontier and brought with them the values and institutions that make up today s america

The History of Wisconsin, Volume II 2013-03-28

national protection for national citizens 1873 to 1880 is the third of six planned volumes of theselected papers of elizabeth cady stanton and susan b anthony the entire collection documents the friendship and accomplishments of two of america s most important social and political reformers though neither stanton nor anthony lived to see passage of the nineteenth amendment in 1920 each of them devoted fifty five years to the cause of woman suffrage the third volume of the selected papers of elizabeth cady stanton and susan b anthony opens while woman suffragists await the decision of the u s supreme court in cases testing whether
the constitution recognized women as voters within the terms of the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments at its close they are pursuing their own amendment to the constitution and pressing the presidential candidates of 1880 to speak in its favor through their letters speeches articles and diaries the volume recounts the national careers of elizabeth cady stanton and susan b anthony as popular lecturers their work with members of congress to expand women s rights their protests during the centennial year of 1876 and the launch that same year of their campaign for a sixteenth amendment

An Honorable Legacy 2010

inspiring and instructive biographies of the 100 most influential judges from state and federal courts in one easy to access volume great american judges profiles 100 outstanding judges and justices in a full sweep of u s history chosen by lawyers historians and political scientists these men and women laid the foundation of u s law a complement to great american lawyers together these two volumes create a complete picture of our nation s top legal minds from colonial times to today following an introduction on the role of judges in american history are a z biographical entries portraying this diverse group from extraordinarily different backgrounds students and history enthusiasts will appreciate the accomplishments of these role models and the connections between their inspiring lives and their far reaching legal decisions william rehnquist oliver wendell holmes jr and 12 other supreme court justices are found alongside federal judges like skelly wright who ordered school desegregation in 1960 influential state judges such as rose elizabeth bird california s first woman supreme court chief justice are also featured
within the pages of traditional history books that stand proudly on library shelves lies the accomplishments of many men who have helped to change the world with their talents unfortunately what is missing from the pages of those same books is the multitude of women from numerous cultures who have also accomplished great things barbara joan zeitz who holds a masters degree in womens studies shares the hidden history of successful women in a diverse collection that offers surprising facts and stories about their previously unknown achievements in fifty two stories zeitz profiles female innovators that include the creator of the first draft construction of the magnificent hoover dam the inventor of the washing machine and dishwasher the pioneer of the first weather satellite and the writers of what would become the hit musicals chicago mary poppins and the sound of music throughout her compilation accompanied by sources that encourage extended searches zeitz proves that women have indeed made a vital contribution throughout history while providing inspiration for a younger generation of women to continue the legacy a thesaurus of women from water to music spotlights accomplished virtually unknown women and links them to well known aspects of history
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